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Abstract 

A framework for admission management of session-level requests exhibiting space/time het
erogeneity is developed. A single sub-threshold based link-level connection admission scheme 
for a mix of uni-point/static session and multi-point/dynamic session Virtual Channel Link 
requests (VCLRs) is designed and evaluated under different scenarios. Aside from ex
ternal blocking, internal loss is introduced as an important QOS parameter for multi
point/dynamic session services. Concepts of service-optimal and throughput-optimal 
sub-thresholds are formulated. Finally, we outline a network algorithm that designs link
level sub-thresholds in accordance with end-to-end session-level QOS parameters. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Unlike traditional connection establishment protocols that treat a call as a monolithic end
to-end object (used for one service type, using one channel or connection), BISDN signaling 
needs to be tailored to incorporate an efficient mechanism to service multi-point and multi
media traffic [1][2][3]. In this context, we redefine a call as a high-level distributed network 
object that describes the communication paths connecting the clients. A View or a Session 
is the call-context of each client. In the most general case it represents a broadcast tree rooted 
at a client; its leaves comprising the recipient clients (also called sink-clients). Each session is 
implemented at setup time through end-end Virtual Channel Connection requests (VCCRs). 
A vee, identified by a unique source VCI, is an end-end directional logical tree between 
source and sink clients. Each fork represents multicasting of information cells. A VCC itself 
is established through a sequence of Virtual Channel Link requests (VCLRs). A VeL is the 
basic logical component of our relationship model and represents a logical connection (and 
a single channel bandwidth allocation) between adjacent switching nodes. 

Applications such as multi-media conferencing and information browsing/sharing can 
be built using the above constructs. As the ATM layer matures, it is our contention that 
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the admission management of these constructs, at the connection layer (above the ATM 
layer), will pose future challenges. In this work, we formulate appropriate connection-level 
QOS vectors and design a simple threshold-based admission scheme to handle heterogeneous 
session constructs. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the problem is motivated and an objective 
is formulated. In section 3, the single-link (SL) admission model is described, evaluated and 
tuned for the chosen optimality measures. Section 4 discusses some numerical results of the 
SL Model. In section 5, we outline a two-tiered network algorithm that uses the SL model 
to design distributed network-wide sub-thresholds. 

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
We recognize two important resource allocation tradeoff issues related to the bandwidth 
demand of session requests: 

• Spatial Heterogeneity: Multi-point vs. Uni-point Session Requests 
Multi-point requests are susceptible to higher levels of blocking than uni-point requests 
in networks with limited multi-cast edge switches. The spatial issue thus requires that 
the multi-point requests be given special care, so that they are not blocked beyond 
tolerance. 

• Temporal Heterogeneity: Static vs. Dynamic Sessions 
In static sessions, the number of member clients is constant and declared by the session 
request. Dynamic sessions are characterized by a variable number of clients during their 
life-time. Reservation of optimal number of VCLs for dynamic sessions is a challenging 
issue. If enough capacity is not reserved for a carried dynamic session, a secondary 
request for addition of a new user is liable to be blocked. This can adversely impact 
the carried users of the session. The resulting service degradation can, in certain 
applications, be severe enough to cause a subset of carried users to abort the session. 

In general, session requests are of two types: primary (requests that initiate the session) 
and secondary (requests that add on to existing sessions, preferably reusing their resources). 
We combine the two heterogeneity issues into a single problem by defining two classes of 
session requests, A and B. Class A requests initiate uni-point/static size sessions. Class B 
requests set up a multi-point session through a primary request. If admitted, this is followed 
by uni-point secondary class B requests for additional client connections. If secondary re
quests are blocked, a fraction r of the sink-clients are assumed to abort( internal loss). Class 
A and B session-requests generate lower-layer class A and B VCLRs at the link level. We 
assume that the required service quality is specified through session-level QOS vectors for 
both classes. For instance, class A and B applications declare worst-case session-level and 
link-level(VCLR) external blocking probabilities as e:,•x and <J>:,•x respectively. In addi
tion, the worst-case internal loss probability ef.;5~:. (and corresponding link-level <J>f.;5~;.) 
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defines the maximal acceptable probability with which a carried class B client aborts due to 
secondary blocking. 

The problem objective is : Given an arbitrary session-request loading pattern, a network 
routing topology and multi-cast switch locations/specifications, design a threshold-based 
VCL-layer admission scheme on each link that can be tuned to satisfy the session-level QOS 
vectors (and possibly achieve connection-level optimality measures). 

Since the network-wide problem is daunting to tackle on an end-to-end session basis, our 
approach is to build and solve exactly a flexible single-link (SL) model. This model makes 
natural sense since the admission scheme is on a link basis anyway. A network algorithm 
then approximates the end-to-end effect through its dependence structure. 

3 SINGLE LINK MODEL 
The link-level admission scheme is outlined next. It uses a sub-threshold (rnA) to reserve 
space for class B VCLRs. The SL analytical model is described in section 3.2. Parame
ters such as r (session dependence), D (initial session size), As (secondary arrival rate per 
session) are formulated. Under the assumed traffic and service statistics, the VCL layer is 
analyzed for steady-state performance in section 3.3. Performance measures such as external 
blocking, internal loss, and aggregate throughput are computed in section 3.4. Feasibility 
and optimality sub-thresholds are defined in section 3.5. 

3.1 VCL Connection Admission Scheme 
Let rn be the maximum number of VCLs on a link, capable of supporting cell-layer QOS. We 
assume rn to be a known quantity; various studies such as [4][5] focus on admission at the 
ATM layer and indirectly compute it. Define a sub-threshold rnA (0 :::; mA :::; rn ). Let Dmc 
be the maximum multi-cast gain of a switch (i.e. the maximum number of copies supported 
by the switch copy-network), and D be the instantaneous multi-cast demand of a Primary 
class B VCLR. Let Ntcl represent the aggregate carried VCLs on the link at time t. We 
employ the following admission policy for a VCLR arriving at time t : 

3.2 Analytical Model Description 
We treat each directional link as a multi-VCL resource. Under the homogeneity assumptions 
(i.e. each VCL represents equal bandwidth), the VCL layer can be modeled as a pure blocking 

Class of VCLR 
A (Primary) 
B (Primary) 
B (Secondary) 

Characteristics 
Initiates uni-pointjstatic session 
Initiates multi-point/ dynamic session 
Uni-point VCLR, adds onto created session 

VCLR Admission Rule 
Nt"" <mA 
Ntct:::; m- D, 1:::; D:::; Dmc 
Ntcl <m 

Table 1: Connection Admission Policy. 
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system with 'm' maximum VCLs. 
The concept of an end-to-end session extended to a link is defined as a Link-session 

(L-session). All VCLs of an L-session (VCL-members) share a unique L-session-id. Each 
VCL member normally holds for an exponentially distributed time (parameter f..L). An L
session terminates when all VCL-members have terminated. The holding time of an L-session 
represents the interval from its initiation to its termination. 

CLASS 8 INTERNAL LOSS 

(FRAcnONr) 

Figure 1: Single Link Model. 

1 
2 

m 

VCLs 

Primary VCLRs are assumed to arrive at a node-link User Request Manager, with a 
Poisson rate .>.. A fraction Pa of the VCLRs are class A VCLRs, the rest class B. Let 
>.. = >.p., and Ab = A (1 - p.). Class A VCLRs represent requests for uni-point, static 
L-sessions. If admitted, they are allocated a single VCL. A primary class B VCLR initiates 
a multi-point, dynamic L-session by first demanding a multi-cast group of D VCLs. D is 
assumed to be a random number with a distribution b; = P{D = i}, 1 S i S Dmc (Section 4 
assumes a uniformly distributed D, so that b; = 1.0/ Dmc)· Each admitted L-session initiated 
by Primary class B VCLRs receives additional secondary class B VCLRs at a Poisson rate A8 • 

If admitted, the secondary class B VCLR is allocated a single VCL and the VCL-member set 
of the corresponding L-session is incremented. Else, a fraction r of its carried VCL-members 
abort the L-session. Figure 1 illustrates the single-link model. The admission rule has been 
summarized in Table 1. Our immediate objective is to compute the steady-state VCL-size 
distribution. 

3.3 Analysis 

Define the system size process X= {Xt,t 2:: 0}, where Xt = (X/',Xf,Xf1•) ~Number of 
A VCLs, B VCLs, and B L-sessions carried at time t. Let Tn = nth transition time of X. 
Define the underlying state sequence V = {Vn,n 2:: 0}, where Vn ~ (VnA, V~, V~1•) = Num
ber of VCLs carried at timeT,{. Thus, Xt = Vn, for Tn S t < Tn+b sup(Tn) = +oo. 

THEOREM: X is a time-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain over state space S = 
{(i,j, k), i = 0, 1, .. m.; 0 S (i + j) S m; k E Kj}, where Kj = {k I min(1,j) S k S j}, 
under conditions of session-homogeneity and assumptions of Section 3.2. 
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We omit the proof for brevity. The probability law of X is determined by its transition prob

ability function: Pt((ijk), (xyz)) ~ P{Xt+s = (x, y, z) I X. = (i,j, k), s ~ t} = P{Xt+s = 
(x,y,z) IX.= (i,j,k)}. 
Let Sloss= s n {(i,j, k) I (i,j, k) E s, (i + j) = m)} be the state-space subset that represents 
a full system. The infinitesmal generator rates are derived next: 

\f(i,j, k) E S\Sioss, 

%ik),(xyz) = Aa, X = i + 1, y = j, Z = k, if i + j < ma 
=Abbv, x=i,y=j+D,z=k+1, ifD~(m-i-j) 

=k.A., x=i,y=j+1,z=k, 
= ip, X= i -1, y = j, Z = k, 
=Wt(i,j,k), x=i,y=j-1,z=k, 
=W2(i,j,k), x=i,y=j-1,z=k-1, 
= 0 else, 

if i 2': 1, 
if j 2': 1, 
if j 2': 1, 

where: 1ll1 (i,j, k) = jpPn, 1ll2(i,j, k) = jp(l.O- Pnl) and 
Pnl = 1.0- ( kkl )i-I, for j, k > 1 

=1.0, forj>1,k=1, 
= 0.0, for k,j = 1 

\f(i,j,k) E Sloss, 

%ik),(xyz) = ip, X = i - 1, Y = j, Z = k, if i 2': 1 
=W1(i,j,k), x=i,y=j-1,z=k, ifj2':1 
=W2(i,j,k), x=i,y=j-1,z=k-1, ifj2':1 
=W3(a:j), x=i,y=j-aj,z=k, ifai~LirJ 
=W4(aj), x=i,y=j-aj,z=k-1, ifk:?:1anda;~Ljrj, 

where: 1ll3(a;) = k.A.[U::;:;;~(l-I,i) B(1/k,j, l)J(r < 1.0, k > 1)} + I(k = 1)], 

( { min(r~l-l,j) ( . ) )} ] 1ll4 a:;)= k.A.I(r = 1.0)[ E1=r~l • B 1/k,J, l I(k > 1 + I(k = 1) , 

B(p, j, l) is the binomial probability of j successes in l trials with success 
probability p, I(exp) = 1 if exp evaluates true, 0 else and ai E z+. 

Assume that under appropriate conditions, steady-state distribution P (of X) and sta
tionary distribution 1r (of underlying discrete-time Markov chain V) can be computed using 
balance equations [6]. 

3.4 Performance Measures 

Primary class A and B VCLR Blocking Probabilities: ili1,, iii~!, and ili~f9 
These probabilities can be determined by the PASTA property[7]. 

1. ili1, ~ P{Class A VCLR is blocked}= E::'6 Ej=~A-i LkEKj P;;k 
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2. ~~!9 ~ P{Primary class B VCLR (multi-cast group) is blocked} 

= Ef:ie b1 l:i:,'6 Lj=-~ax(m-l-i+1,0) LkEKj Pijk 

3. ~~l ~ P{Primary class B (individual) VCL is blocked} 
_ LDme lbc LmA Lm-i L P,. 
- 1=1 L~.:';e kbk i=O j=max(m-l-i+1,0) kEKj •Jk 

Secondary class B VCLR Blocking Probability: ~~: 
Bs 6. , E:~ L:~~:eK; Pijkk>.siJ=m-i 

~ ... = P{Secondary class B VCLR1s blocked}= 2::':~2:~=;,"-'E•eKjP;;•kA, 

Class B Internal Loss Probability: ~fn-loss 
illfn_1088 ~ P{Admitted class B VCL aborts (is internally lost)}. We derive illfn_1088 using 

busy-cycle arguments. Define the following parameters: 

= Offered primary (secondary) class B VCLR rate 
= Aggregate class B VCLs admitted per busy cycle (primary + secondary) 
= Number of class B VCLs internally lost per busy cycle 
=Number of class B VCLs lost per busy cycle from state (i,j, k) E Sloss· 

Note that, ABp = Ab 2:~~{ nbn, and >.B. = 2:i:'6 2:~~;;'-i EkeK, Pijkk>.. 

Then, N%']; = Aggregate admission rate of class B VCLs x Busy Cycle Duration 
= {>.Bp(1- ~~l) + >.B,(1- ~~:)}(>.Pooo)-1 

Also, V(i,j, k) E Sloss, Nl~-wss =Number of visits to (i,j,k) per cycle x losses per visit 
_ ~2:[jrJ ll,(a)+'li•(a) 
- 1rQQO a=1 it<+ Ill (i,j,k)+\l2 (i,j,k)+\l3 (a)+ll4 (a) a 

Total VCL loss per busy-cycle NJJLwss = 2:i:'6 EkeK3 NHLwssli=m-i 
Ntot 

Finally, class B internal loss probability ~f..-loss = 11w~1°88 • 
AD 

Class B Loss Pro b. illfo •• , Mean Holding Time HT8 , VCL Throughput T P 

1. Class B (weighted) blocking probability ~!, = ~~l C.8 :!x8 .) + ~!,· C.8 ;!18 .) 

2. Class B loss probability ~~ •• is the probability that an arbitrary class B VCL is exter
nally blocked or internally lost. Then, ~~ •• = 1- (1 - ~!,)(1- ~fn-loss) 

3. Next, we compute the class B mean holding time HT8 through Little's law[7]: 

HT8 = (Average class B utilization)/ (Aggregate admission rate of class B VCLs) 

- (2:::~ 2:;':,-;;' E.EKj jP;jk) ( d . . 5) 
- >. ( _c)sP) >. ( -c)B•) use m section . 

Bp 1 ea; + Bs 1 e:r: 

4. Finally, the aggregate VCL throughput (T P) is given by: 

TP = >.a(l- ~:,) + {ABp(l- ~~/) + ABs(l- ~~.,•)}(1- illf.._toss) 
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3.5 QOS and Feasible/Optimal Sub-thresholds 

Assume a worst-case VCL QOS vector: (<~>:;max, <I>~;max, <r>f,;~~:. ). For simplicity, we combine 
the worst-case external blocking and internal loss of class B VCLs into maximum total loss 
probability ( <r>fo~':""') computed as: <r>fo~'.:'""' = 1 - (1 - <r>~;m"")(1- <r>f,;~~:.). Further, define 
<I>max = min(<I>:;max, ip?o~;ax). 

The sub-threshold can be tuned to satisfy feasibility /optimality conditions. The sub
threshold scheme is said to be feasible at mA_ iff max({<I>1,}m:,,,{<r>~.Jm::,) :::; <r>m•x. In 
Figure 2, the set of feasible sub-thresholds :FmA is, in general, the set of sub-threshold values 
bounded by the intersection of <r>1, and <I>~ •• with <I>max· 

From the application viewpoint, a service-optimal sub-threshold (mA_)s is defined 
such that, if it exists, (mA_)s E :F,.A and {<r>1,}(m::,)s = {<r>fo •• hm::,)s· To satisfy the integral 
(mA_). constraint, we allow for the nearest integer solution to the intersection of <r>1, and 
<r>fo ••. The sub-threshold (mA_), defines the operating point at which the network provides 
the VCLs a service quality (QOS) independent of the higher-layer dependence( class A or 
B). Also, note that if (mA_)s cannot be found at an offered load, it follows that there is no 
feasible solution to the admission scheme! 

mL- mH : FNSible Region 

m ~ (s) : Seovlce Optimal Sub-threshold 

Figure 2: Feasibility and service-optimality issues. 

From the network operator viewpoint, we select an optimality sub-threshold that max
imizes aggregate throughput. Formally, a throughput-optimal sub-threshold (mA_)r E 
:FmA> such that {TP}(m::,)r 2: {TP}(m::,), \fmA_ E :FmA· 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Effect of r, mA on <P and TP 
Note the parameters in the textual legends of Figures 3, 4, and 5. Figure 3 plots class B 
primary (individual/ group) blocking, secondary blocking and internal loss probability with 
respect to mA variation. 
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Figure 4 compares class A VCLR external blocking cJ11x to the class B total loss probability 
cJ1fo,. formulated in Section 3.4. The service optimal point (mA.)s (assuming its feasible) is 
indicated. Note that r variation at a fixed offered load does not significantly change the 
performance measures. This is pleasing from the design point of view. 

Figure 5 plots aggregate VCL throughput T P over similar conditions. Note that increas
ing r reduces T P slightly because the batch-loss increase dominates the external blocking 
reduction. Also, the dynamic variation ofT P over mA is small; increasing mA increases the 
cpin-loss due to more frequent secondary blocking. This creates more space in the system 
and consequently reduces class B external blocking. 

Figure 5 also indicates the simulated VCL throughput T Psim for r = 0.1. The variation 
between the analysis and simulation results is no more than 5% (less than 1% for smaller 
systems). Thus, the session-homogeneity assumption is seen to perform well. 

4.2 Throughput-Optimal Sub-threshold Trajectory 

Figure 6 illustrates (mA.)T variation with traffic mix parameter Pa· This variation is plotted 
for two values of initial session size (Dmc = 1, 5). The secondary arrival rate per L-session is 
modified at each observation to keep a constant offered load = 0.6. 

We observe that as Pa increases, (mA.)T reduces linearly over a significant range. This is 
equivalent to allocating more resources to class B VCLRs when the class A traffic dominates, 
since goodput per admitted class B VCLR is maximum under this condition. 

Also, at a fixed p., (mA.)T is larger for larger Dmc values (refer to Pa = 0.5, where 
(mA.)T = 48,49 at Dmc = 1,5 respectively.). Since secondary arrival rate)., is varied to 
keep offered load constant at both the points, the result offers an important interpretation. 
Consider the fixed abscissa Pa = 0.5. The shift of (mA.)T from 49 to 48 reflects the tradeoff 
between large initial-size static sessions and small initial-size dynamic sessions. Clearly, at 
Pa = 0.5, the dynamicity of secondary arrivals dominates the initial session size for the 
overall effect. At an increased value of Pa = 0.9, throughput becomes sensitively dependent 
on every large blocked primary class B VCLR. Hence, (mA.)T for Dmc = 5 converges with 
that for Dmc = 1. At this point, the initial session size completely counteracts dynamicity 
due to secondary arrivals. 

5 NETWORK ALGORITHM 
We present a distributed algorithm that designs network-wide service-optimal sub-thresholds 
on all the network links. Depending on the location of multi-cast switches and the routing 
scheme (stochastic routing), it is possible to encode each link (i.e. its offered primary and 
secondary VCLR traffic pattern, parameters ).,p., b;, Dmc, .A.,p,) in the SL model format. 
However, solving independent SL models is inadequate because the offered rates at each link 
are dependent on the cp vector of its neighbors. 

The network algorithm presented here solves this problem by iteratively modifying the 
rates through a two-tiered structure. In the first tier, it computes the offered arrival rates 
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using only the external blocking component. It then calculates the sustained offered rates, 
as would be seen by the end-to-end connections. In the second tier, it computes the true 
internal loss on each link by accounting for reflected loss from other links. Finally, the 
sub-threshold is updated in the instantaneous direction towards service-optimality and the 
process is repeated. 

The basic algorithmic framework follows. We assume for simplicity that sessions are 
independent of each other. The session QOS vector is em•x = (El!;m•",El~..;m•:c,er._·~:~.). 
A session-request is blocked if any component primary VCLR gets blocked. If a secondary 
VCLR is blocked at any node, a fraction r of the sink-clients of that session, downstream to 
that request terminate (assuming a topological dependence). er..·~~=. represents the maxi
mum internal loss probability that the sink-clients can tolerate. 

Refer to Figures 7, 8, and 9 for the flow-charts. We qualify these with additional impor
tant comments: 

1. ~ma:c vector is derived on each link in the following steps: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Maximum primary VCLR blocking ~Bpg,ma:c = 1-(1-ElB,mo:c)(H)-' and c])A,max = 

1 - (1 - E>1,r""')(HJ-' where H = ~~imum hops traver;:d by VCCs over •:11 ses
sions (conservative design). 

cJl~,f·ma:c is related to ~~g,ma:c through a simple bound (given the batch distribu-
q;Bpg,max B Ll=Dmc b,T(I)(I-1) q;Bpg,max 

tion b· on the specific link)· "fj < ~ p,ma:c <' 1 + .=!i""b.-:-
" • Ln~c nbn - ex L~.:c nbn L;~~c nbn ' 

where 0 :::; T(l) = L;i:,1, L:j=-~•x(m-l-i+l,O) LkeK, Pijk· The derivation is omitted 
£ b nr 1 h 1 b d B <bBpg,ma.:z: or revity. vve conservative y select t e ower oun : ~ ei''ma:c = .,:tJmc • 

L..,n=l nbn 

Assuming the same bound for secondary blocking, ~!!;ma:c = ~~,f·m•x. Also, it can 
be shown that ~r..·~~=. = er..~r:.. guarantees the sink-clients a feasible internal 
loss probability. 

(d) As before, ~fa~';'""'= 1- (1- ~~..;m•:c){l- ~r..·~::.), ~max= min(~!;m•:c, ~fa~':""). 

2. In Figure 8, the Dependence Algorithm can be executed in parallel for all links incident 
on a single node, and sequentially node-wise. The algorithm modifies the holding time 
of a tagged link by reflecting the holding times of its neighbors on to it. This has the 
effect of modeling the system-size space effect due to internal loss. 

3. The Threshold Guidance algorithm in Figure 9 updates the sub-threshold depending 
on the current ~ state with respect to the service-optimal threshold (see Figure 2) 
computed at the given load. 

4. If the complexity of the single-link model is O(SL) in ann-node network, the network 
algorithm can be shown to have a worst-case time-complexity of O(SL.n2 ), provided 
the iterations exhibit constant order. The algorithm has shown promising behavior on 
the examples tested. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

We contend that future multi-media/multi-point applications will require admission man
agement at the connection layer (over and above the ATM layer). In this work, we have 
formulated a simple threshold-based distributed connection admission scheme for hetero
geneous sessions. We have developed appropriate connection-level QOS measures for uni
point/static and multi-point/dynamic sessions. The threshold scheme can be tuned to attain 
service-optimality. A network algorithm extends this to incorporate end-to-end session re
quirements. 
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